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RESUME' - Des hornogenites d•age holocene comparables a eel les de

crites dans la Dorsale Calabraise et dans la partie ouest de la Dors!! 

le Mediterraneenne et interpretees cornme derivant de !'accumulation 

au fond de bassins de sediments pelagiques tnis en suspension par le 

tsunami origine par le collapse de la caidere de Santorin (eruption mJ_ 

nioque) one ete decouverts dat"ls deux dornaines distant environs 600 et 

environs 450 Km de Santorin, dans la Mer lonienne. 

During the exploration of two areas of the abyssal Mediterranean 

sea characterized by the so-cal led "cobblestone topography", a Hol2 

cene depositional event that is different in character and size from U.§. 

ual pelagic turbidites and from debris-flows was discovered. A seve
ral-meters thick single bed essentially consisting of homogeneous, 

structureless mud (homogenite) with a sharp basal contact and a rapi

dly fining upward basal foraminiferal sand layer was recorded in ele

ven different cores. Al I the homogenite-bearing cores were located 

at the bottom of flat-lying ponded basins, whereas this type of sedi

ment was conspicously absent on elevated settings (plateaus) and on 

basin slopes. 

Triggering mechanism was considered the tsunami induced by the 

collapse of the Santorini caldera about 3500 y BP (Minoan eruption). 

Order of magnitude calculations show that the near bottom osci 1-
latory currents were strong enough to stir into suspension the pela

gic drape of the flanks of the ponded basins, at sites distant 800 and 
450 Km from the tsunami source area. Also, pressure pulse was suf

ficient to cause Ii quefact ion of the sediment. 

The tsunami depositional model is strongly supported by new fin

dings of Holocene homogenites during the exploration of the Mediter

ranean Ridge with R/V BANNOCK in 1981 and 1982, as fol lows: 

1) Minoan homogenites comparable in character and stratigraphic po

sition to those previously mentioned were recovered in three deep

-sea cores from a transect crossing the deformation front of the Me 
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d1terranean Ridge east of the Messina abyssal plain and Victor He.!J 

sen Seahi II (distance approximately 600 Km from Santorini). 

2) Minoan homogenites as above were recorded in three cores located 

in three discrete ponded basins lying at the bottom of a deep cleft 

in the Mediterranean Ridge west of Crete (distance approximately 

450 Km from Santorini). 

3) No Minoan homogenites and in general no Holocene turbidite were re 

corded in any core from a transect of nine deep sea cores crossing 

the deformation front of the Mediterranean Ridge in the Herodotus 

abyssal plain (distance approximately 450 Km from Santorini, in SE 

direction)o 

The absence of tsunami deposits in the Levantine basin was predi

cted by the model because the basin morphology resulted in a lesser 

velocity of the tsunami waves. Indeed, the Santorini caldera collap

sed south-westwards, so that a disproportionate amount of tsunami e

nergy was directed towards the Ionian basino 
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